
SERIOUSNESS 

Seriousness is an old theme of mine and I think I’ll return to it.  Seriousness is the means by which 

we remove thought and so also the evidence of senses which may convey danger, the inconvenient 

expressions of others – in fact the world. 

We are serious both when we assert or protect status and when we must be “brave” to pull 

ourselves together to protect what is our own. 

Contrary to a historically prevalent view - animals (particularly mammals) can strike serious attitudes 

to combat fear, when protecting young or protecting or seeking status.  Imagine seriously sparring 

male beasts of the Savannah oblivious to the simple truth of a lion pride creeping closer for the kill. 

Imagine serious politicians engaged with rival politicians as the simple truths of resource scarcity, 

collapsing economies and climate change creep closer for the kill. 

Seriousness is a means to remove thought and yet unless we are serious we cannot be taken 

seriously by others. 

Think tanks, government inquiries and commissions are means to discover the serious truth and so 

to stop thinking! 

So seriousness is not so much showing off as seeing off – and seeing off both the thoughts and 

feelings of others and ourselves! 

Seriousness is necessary when we need to be brave – It diminishes the sensed which had caused the 

fear.  When tired, we can seriously pull ourselves together “to do what must be done” 

Seriousness counters the conveyance of ideas since it is a vehicle to remove thought. 

Seriousness is absent from all enduring works of art – In truth it is the most frequent flaw in 

imperfect works of art. 

Seriousness is absent from all enduring works of science – and it is often the flaw in flawed works. 

Of course seriousness may be a tool of both artisan and scientist to “pull themselves together” to 

get on with the work, but it can play no useful, productive part in the work itself. 

Consider a complete work of literature – It can be tragic, comic, or thoughtful – but where is the 

seriousness? – You’ll find it perhaps in the Foreword by an eminent scholar or in the journalistic 

reviews on the back cover.  

Likewise, a work of science if truly sceptical cannot be serious – Unlike its peer reviews and the 

competitive, commercial adoption of derived technologies. 

And finally, NGOs striving to be taken seriously by governments, offer serious alternative proposals 

for governance in which truth is often an inconvenience. 



There is nothing new in this.  It has been so not only since the beginning of human societies, but also 

since the beginning of the formation of flocks, packs and herds of all mammals and many species 

besides. 

So!  Although people read verses and novels and attend concert performances because they expect 

to be delighted, moved and thoughtfully stimulated, how can simple, unserious, scientific, practical 

or moral observations be passed on into the wider social life? – They’ll not pass the peer review 

process, or the journalistic review process, or the serious gossiping sphere process.... We like to be 

seen with the latest serious idea or the latest serious work of fiction, or of science – to be taken 

seriously. 

Here’s a proposition:- 

The business of government is the serious business of asserting status and removing thought. 

Historically this has not mattered much, since the artisan has remained busy and the ploughman has 

continued to plough without government interference.  Power & status have not bothered with 

“rude mechanical” things – only with their fruits. 

However, the period we face is unique since the skills of husbandry and of the arts (nowadays called 

technology) have been removed from the common and placed in the administrative hands of highly 

serious power (oil power).  Governments and commercial corporations are in a partnership of 

seriously blind/foolish technology transfer. 

While artisans, farmers, merchants and citizens should have been busily seeking methods to settle 

happily together in a world of severely depleted resources within a disrupted climate, - blind/foolish 

governments and corporations have been busy seeking fantastical, serious replacements for oil, so 

that we can seriously continue to consume and disrupt! 

NGOs for the most part, posture as serious, rival male animals to the alpha males of governments 

and corporations.  Meanwhile the truths of resource depletion and climate disbalance creep closer 

like the forces of nature that they are – for the kill. 

What on Earth do we do? 

*** 

Seriousness is the drum for striking up an attitude.  And when we have achieved it, silhouetted 

against the setting sun of frivolous dreams, we consolidate it – by peer review, web site and hopes 

of a plinth in our town square, on which to seriously settle when we have shuffled off this mortal & 

etc. 

Ah well, how (for instance) to pass on the simple delight of a newly thought equation?  The most 

that penetrates influential circles are those valedictions to that which is no longer a threat – having 

passed into a reservoir of historical dreams. 

And thinking of that sentence of Thomas Traherne’s “You never enjoy the world aright, until the sea 

itself floweth in your veins and you are clothed with the heavens and crowned with the stars.”, the 



knowledge which true art brings into a culture is not so much conversation, but more the bearing of 

news – in various mediums – scientific, musical, literate, graphic..... 

Moreover, true (and beautiful) news can only be gathered by solitary senses and ordered by solitary 

minds.  There cannot be a corporate sense of the world or a corporate thought, beyond that of the 

common knowledge of the humane and inhumane which we replicate in inherited filial and social 

behaviours. 

We have evolved alongside our appetites and the satisfying of them.  So we inherit symbioses 

beyond thought with what feeds us from the larger world and also with what binds social systems. 

Here’s a thought! – There can be no advance in thinking – only in methods and tools. 

The struck, seriously cast attitude of Modernity has been achieved and re-enforced by those millions 

of fossilised summers palpably gathered in coal, gas and oil. 

That trans-substantial power has created a similarly trans-substantial, messianic cult of the power of 

thought to move substance. 

So!- First thing is not to find substitutes for the coal, gas and oil which had maintained that struck 

attitude, but to fell the attitude from its plinth.  At least we must remove the struck attitude from 

where it does harm.  That is where cultures are made by the skill and dexterity of the trades.  Stick 

the struck attitude on its throne, by all means – that way it can be tamed by respect and taxes.  But I 

reiterate, civilization is a method, not a state.  Leave the method to the trades and the state to the 

powers. 

Methods of trades and of citizens make cultures.  Serious power merely guards those cultures in 

return for wealth and status. 

All revolutions by citizens to restore justice have failed as new citizen-authorities have asserted 

serious and so blind/foolish power – even though the original revolutionary motive may have been 

deeply-felt and true. 

So!  Just as we cannot transcend the finity of resources, or our necessary symbiosis with other 

species, we also cannot transcend our inherited human nature.  We may (by the power of thought!) 

think that we can, but we are stuck with underlying, evolved structures of the human flock, - just as 

other species are with theirs. 

Of course, massive oil-grown cities leave our evolved structures in confusion.  Nevertheless, the 

closer we can return to those evolved systems, then the more happily we can settle together 

without the competitive bloodshed that may arise from a diminishing pot of resources.  Post 

Modernity has been grown by oil.  Now we must return to the photo synthetic power of singular 

seasons as they pass. 

If we are busy as trade’s people studying what’s to be done, then we are less likely as mere 

consumers of resources to be squabbling over the severely diminished pot.  Similarly as trade’s 

people if we ignore power and get on with the job, then we become less susceptible to the 

corrupting influence.  Power’s dependents wait for new solutions from the powers and are never 

quite happy with their allocation! 



If we live on reclaimed commons, then we become too engaged with devising our own solutions to 

wait for those of others.  

In fact, diverse methods of cultural settlement can become interesting beyond local or national 

boundaries.  Trade’s people are not parochial in outlook.  A parochial view is created by the 

boundaries of property and the boundaries of established powerful positions.  The farmer and 

artisan (for instance) may be curious about all husbandry techniques and tools.  Furthermore, if we 

have a moral sense of commons, we have less of a sense of barbed-wire fences and national 

borders.  That is not to say that bonds of loyalty and gratitude to a terrain, a community and to the 

history which has delivered the present, cannot be strong. 

Governments, political parties, commercial corporations and some NGOs share a seriousness of 

ownership with defensive borderlines and so an incurious dismissal of alien cultures. 

There is something to be said for those old warrior societies in which a dispute could be resolved in 

single combat between serious champions or serious princess.  Cultures on both sides of the dispute 

could get on with the more interesting processes of ploughing fields and baking bead. 

The seriousness with which government and NGO reports are compiled and presented is 

symptomatic of their ephemeral nature.  Seriously presented figures reduce complexity to safety – 

even though many authors may profess to despise “old reductionist paradigms”.   

But in complexity (or chaos) rule of thumb is the best guide – the trial and errors of what we do – for 

example: the rule of return – returning as much as we extract is simple and effective.  It maintains 

both crop yields and the moral balance of relationships!  

All methods, since they have human causes, must have a moral. 

So what state are we in when not serious?  What is the opposite of seriousness? – Curiosity, vivacity, 

conviviality....? – The states in which singers drop egocentric preferences and fall into the common 

humanity of a song? 

Our common humanity has evolved in a slow symbiosis with its surroundings, so that most of the 

answers to our current predicament of resource depletion, climatic imbalance and so on can be 

resolved less by a study of the times and more by a probing criticism of ourselves. 

But we have been lead away from such a diagnosis by the institutionalization of values through 

schooling.  This small book’s potent nostalgia is for convivial, self-derived and traditional skills lost 

beneath the sordid alleyways and serious barbarity of the overlying strata of seriously educational 

institutions!  Have you noticed that whenever we encounter a “social problem” appropriate 

authority will always arrive at the same answer? – Education! 

And we have created still more institutions to regulate and so give credence to doctrinally 

unregulated neo-liberal economics!  Can anyone seriously sort that lot out? 

This is the tragedy of liberal democracy in its consensus party political form.  Commons had 

contained complex, inherited and evolved controls of liberal individualism.  On the common an 

individual’s act is to carry history into the future.  Once commons are enclosed the individual is freed 

to behave without knowledge of the past or of the strictures of the future. 



The evolved state of commons is indefinably complex and effective because its moral definitions are 

as much intrinsic as extrinsic. 

Modern institutions to control neo-liberal excess have been ineffective, because their definitions 

have been more extrinsic than intrinsic.  There is always a loop-hole in the law, whereas moral 

prescriptions are more difficult to avoid. 

Because they are universal, the intrinsic ethics of the common can remain unchanged through 

generations, whereas extrinsic legislation must change its definitions continuously with changed 

times.  In consequence it remains almost always behind the times and ineffective. 

The historical common holds ephemeral generations to account as they come and go. 

The common exists in spite of all that serious power will do. 

*** 

 

 

 

CHAPTER NINETEEN 

BEAUTY IS TRUTH AND TRUTH BEAUTY 

Now I propose that the purpose of our “high arts” is not the development of new artistic forms to 

match the times, but on the contrary, the bearing of ancient moral forms common to our deepest 

humanity to a marriage with ever renewing times.  Physics changes while inherited humanity has 

remained unchanged since her last mutation! 

Climate, soil, weather, abundance, scarcity, birth and death are unpredictable quantities to be 

reconciled to inherited moral patterns in the balance of rhythms, rhymes, scales, line.....  

Self-expression is the flaw in most bad works of art. 

John Keats expresses it best in the difficult meeting of Beauty (inherited form) with truth (the 

unpredictable world). 

He defines beautiful art which is untrue as egotistical sublime. 

Truthful art which is ugly has not reconciled the humane with the inhumane. 

There are some truths too ugly for beauty?  Well then, they have escaped our artistry.  Ugly, too-

painful truths must wait in limbo until they can be reconciled.  Have critics of Keats’s proposal not 

considered tragedy?  The moral strength to make tragic events both beautiful and true is rare.  But 

the greatest art is also rare. 

Tragedy and comedy are ancient forms which can share identical plots and in the finest art we laugh 

through our tears at the same artistic event. 



When systems or people collapse we laugh with our heads and cry with our hearts. 

G K Chesterton reminds us, “There are two sins: of presumption and of despair.”  (Catechisms.) 

Beauty without truth is presumption.  Truth without beauty is despair.  Of course we regularly both 

presume and despair and also have occasional moments when the two are reconciled.  Anyway 

atheist, John Keats and the Christian Catechism have the best guides to art and life that I know. 

Famous critics have failed to understand John Keats’s guide because they have sought aesthetics 

rather than the simple and profound moral guide that it is. 

Beauty is Truth and Truth Beauty that is all you know in life..... 

John reconciled the two most easily from a state of “negative capability” – in which theories, 

opinions and even memories are emptied from the imagination, so that the physics of the world can 

enter in! 

Well, that state of negative capability to which John Keats aspires is surely something similar to the 

state of scepticism to which the proper scientist must aspire – and also I suppose to that state of 

humility to which the mystic has historically aspired to find revelation.  

Three very different human paths with similar methods!  Since methods are for action they will 

always produce reaction and so must always have a moral. 

The other thing about methods is that they can only be learnt by personal trial and error.  We can be 

pointed on the road by instruction, but learning and instruction are not the same.  We learn through 

the trial and error of the finger tips.  A teacher may support us and judge success with certificates of 

social status.  A bad teacher may simply distract us from learning.  Dignified certificates have 

stopped many “authorities” from ever learning again. 

However, the common is no distraction.  Neither Chaucer, nor Shakespeare, not Keats can distract 

me from myself because they express our common humanity.  Choose your own commons: 

Monteverdi, Haydon, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert ....? Giorgione, Delacroix, George Frederic 

Millet....? What fun we could have disputing commons and finding new ones. 

There is very much more bad art than good.  Most bad art is an artist’s self-expression, in which we 

find the artist’s story and not the human story. 

I think the same moral equation which I’ve applied to high artistry can be applied to all we do – I’m 

thinking now of all those reports, published inquiries and think tank pronouncements, because (and 

this is where I began a while back) seriousness is a truth removing state.  We can be seriously 

beautiful (to some eyes) but never seriously true.  Beauty without truth is a dangerous and seriously 

seductive influence. 

We can explore a similar theatre in the meeting of function and elegance (Ruskin). 

Consider this: what we express in enduring works of art is not ourselves but common humanity.  This 

is true not only of the “high arts” but also of folk song and furniture making.  As Gerry Douglas of 



Transatlantic Sessions says, “On entering, musicians must leave egos on pegs on the back of the 

door.  On leaving, they can reclaim them, or not as they choose.” 

*** 

 

 


